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Synopsis
From the Best Selling Dog Training Author, Nancy Key, comes Fast Dog Training: 17 Quick Ways To Train Your New Dog In Under 10 Minutes!. This book will help you improve your relationship with your dog, your dog’s obedience, and your dog training skills. If you are struggling with your disobedient dog... If you want to show off your dog training ability... Or if the idea of receiving a step-by-step guide to help you with your dog appeals to you... THEN THIS BOOK IS FOR YOU! This book provides you with a step-by-step guide to create stronger bonds with your dog, and key tips in improving your dog’s behavior! Are you ready to experience dog training on a whole new level? Then check out this book NOW!
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Customer Reviews
Being with a new pup or dog can be stressful, and I especially wanted to potty train ours and teach her not to chew furniture really quickly. This guide offers a lot of tips and info and how to be able to do these and also other types of training. It talks about how shorter training sessions are more
effective and are fit for busy dog owners. It also discusses using different tools in dog training to make it more effective, such as clickers and treats, and how to use them properly. I especially liked that the book has chapters on how to teach your dog to get off the furniture and to search. Each type of training also has specific steps to follow. Really helpful and looking forward to trying out all the types of training.

This is an essential guide about training your dog with some quick and simple steps! Things such as training your dog to behave when you have guests, how to sit, potty training and much more. To be a good dog owner you must be able to train your dog to be obedient and this book is perfect to help you do just that. Highly recommended!

As an owner of a labrador is not easy to make it behave due to his energy and his affection towards me and our family members, but some time this get out of control. So I took him to a training school where he learn basic stuff like sit, walk at the same speed as you do, etc. But some other things like how to behave when we have visitors had become a headache. So I was looking for another way to train him and found this book. This book will not make you train your dog in a few hours but gives you the techniques and easy to follow step-by-step instructions in order to make little but effective training sessions using clicker to get the behaviour that you want to teach your dog. I love it and I recommend it!

I got a rescue dog a few months ago. These dogs have been abused and neglected and have to be nursed back to "life" both physically and psychologically. Fast Dog Training is a very helpful book ... starting off with an explanation of several training methods including: clicker training, agility and attention training. Rescue dogs need "infinite patience" and this book has enabled me to maintain that patience, 10 minutes at a time. Nancy Key’s advice and step-by-step methods have enable me to gain confidence in my ability to train. My dog, Benty has also gained confidence now that she has a loving family! Great book ... easy to understand and easy to implement training plans!

Dogs can be taught. But it requires a conscious and systematic approach to teaching them. In Nancy Key’s book you will learn fast and effective way to training your dog in everything from à œsittingà • and à œstayingà • to practical issues like à œNot chewingà • on furniture and objects in your home. Training has changed over the years and the use of the clicker à “ a device used to identify the exact moment when the dog is doing what you want them to do à “ makes it possible to
do in a matter of minutes what used to take weeks of training.

The information is good, well written and it covers the basics, so in that sense it is good. If you are looking for a starter book on how to start training your dog this is as good as anything I would think. Good for a quick read to get you going. You may want to try these out before investing more on other books. The tips in this book are very easy to follow so I found it very useful and enjoyable as well. I give this book five stars out of five because I really learned a lot by reading it.

If you are looking for a starter book on how to start training your dog this is as good as any other book. It provides complete information on how to train a dog. This author is straight to the point and step by step with training. Basic commands are very well described and there parts of the book that deals with common problems. The book was easy to read and I think it can definitely help, all you need is patience with your dog.
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